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Abstract: The paper describes machine vision system (MVS) developed by authors, which identifies artificial
landmarks on images from a video camera with pan-tilt mechanism and allows to calculate the deviation of the
robot from the set course. Lines limiting robot track and tags in the form of two-dimensional barcodes were
selected as artificial landmarks. Designed MVS is a hardware-software complex, which includes one camera with
pan-tilt mechanism and onboard computer, which implemented the software that allows to search for artificial
landmarks in the environment and to identify them at the image. Also authors developed a special software
provides control of the drive wheels of the robot in order to eliminate the course deviation calculated on the
basis of information about artificial landmarks. The paper shows that the proposed machine vision system for
mobile robot navigation is economical, have acceptable performance and can be applied in the real-time control
systems for warehouse automated guided vehicles, service robots, security robots, mobile robots operating
in hostile and dangerous to human health environments.
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INTRODUCTION It  is  much easier to detect artificial landmarks [7, 8],

Today an important direction in the task of automatic and shape, for example, with two-dimensional bar code
positioning and navigation of mobile robots is usage of technology [9].
machine vision systems (MVS) with  camera  sensors [1- With the use of found landmark information mobile
3]. Main causes of MVS success are the growth of robot can be driven with local map, which already
computing resources, increasing the resolution of the contains these landmarks. Robot calculates its current
cameras,  as  well as the advent of standardized libraries position and orientation after finding and matching
of machine vision, such as Matlab Image Toolbox [4], landmarks on the map and the observed scene. Model of
OpenCV [5], ReacTVision [6] etc. environment can be the map. The map is also can be built

Navigation and positioning of mobile robots with and expanded in the process of the robot motion.
machine vision systems are usually carried out with In this work authors chose the method of navigating
natural or artificial landmarks. The main problem of a mobile robot with artificial landmarks using a video
navigating  with  natural   landmarks   is   the  detection camera provides the flexibility to change the route,
and  comparison  of  the  characteristics  of the images undemanding to the quality of flooring, low equipment
from the cameras in noisy environments, changes in light cost and ease of installation, ease of implementation of
of the observed scene and the impact of other adverse the algorithm in comparison with the method of the
factors. orientation of the natural landmarks.

as they are designed with a predetermined contrast, size
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Fig. 1: Artificial landmarks examples
a – QR-code, b - Aztec-code, c – code DataMatrix, d – code PDF417, e - code "Amoeba"

Fig. 2: A simplified block diagram of mobile robot control

The usage of artificial landmarks on the basis of a The movement to landmark-code;
two-dimensional bar code, for example (Fig. 1) [9], in the The parallel movement to the landmark-line;
workshop and storage facilities, will allow the mobile The perpendicular movement to the landmark-line;
robot to efficiently and reliably track its position in
environment [10]. L - track deviation from the landmark;

Vision system for mobile robot control. Fig. 2 shows ID – desired landmark code.
a simplified functional diagram of a mobile robot control
system based on the information from the machine vision If desired landmark code is not recognized in the
system. The input parameters of the system are: image, the Camera positioning system Block generates a

M - method of movement: Robot motion control system Block produces no control.
control signal for camera rotation to the other region and
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If the landmark code was recognized, Image recognition
Block generates landmark coordinates at the image. Then
motion control system and camera positioning system
start working in parallel.

Camera positioning system is designed to minimize
the deviation of the focal axis of the camera away from the
beam drawn from the camera lens to an artificial landmark.
It generates control signals:

H - master control of pan-servo; (a)SET

V - master control of tilt-servo.SET

As a result, the Pan-tilt camera mechanism  Block
outputs are camera orientation angles H and V. In turn
this leads to a change of image I at the output of Camera
Block located in the feedback channel of the overall
system.

The Robot motion control system Block realizes
conversion of input variables M, L and C at the robot
deviation angle of the route E, which in turn is input to (b)
the PID-controller forming control action U for the wheels
drive of the robot [11].

Wheels    Drive     Block    generates    output   signal
W - current robot wheels turning angle. As a result, Robot
Block will change the output value Y - the current position
of the robot in environment. It also will change the image
I at the output of the Camera Block.

Landmark-line recognition algorithm is implemented
in C++ using the library OpenCV. It is designed to
recognize the boundaries of the route with single-color (c)
prohibited zones.

The main steps of the algorithm are: recognition algorithm

Obtaining images from a video camera (Fig. 3a); Algorithm  implements  objects  selection by
Predetermined color areas selection (using a selecting  a  fixed  range  of  hue,  saturation and
threshold transformation); brightness  for  each    of   the   predetermined  colors.
Removal of noise encountered in the selection; Such a method can speed up the algorithm, but it is
Application of morphological dilate operation for sensitive to changes in light of the observed scene, glares
detected regions; from bright light sources, camera color reproduction
Same actions product to highlight the areas with the changes.
color of the route: the color selection, noise Detection of artificial landmarks based on two-
reduction and dilation (Fig. 3b); dimensional bar code may realized in different ways.
Location of the route boundaries by imposing the Landmarks can be detected with etalon-matching methods
dilating areas with the color of the borders on the based on the singular points and their descriptors, such
dilating areas with the color of the route; as the method SURF [13]. However, such techniques are
Location of the lines using Hough transform [12] on low-speed for the task and not always correctly detect the
resulting image (Fig. 3c). image singular points [14].

Fig. 3: Illustration of the robot route boundaries
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Fig. 4: Screen form of the software to detect and reading QR-code

Fig. 5: Illustration robot course deviation from the landmark

In this paper we apply the artificial landmark Image black spots selection;
recognition algorithm based on the brightness Analysis of the pixels brightness of image horizontal
characteristics analysis of the image cross-sections. sections: the measurement of the amplitude and

Recognition algorithm  of  an  artificial  landmark as pulse period;
the two-dimensional bar code consists of the following Detecting areas with alternating pulses having a
steps: predetermined amplitude and period.

Receiving image from a camera and convert it into a Fig. 4 shows the result of detecting and reading
grayscale image; artificial landmark as QR-code with developed software.
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Fig. 6. Image coordinate system

When the robot moves directly on the landmark operating system Windows 7. The developed software
value of the robot deviation angle of the route E is has allowed to recognize artificial landmarks at the images
calculated as the angle between the robot axis and the with  size  of  640x320  pixels.  Recognition speed is up to
landmark axis, drawn from the camera through the center 30 frames per second for landmark like “Amoeba” and up
of the landmark (Fig. 5). to 10 frames per second for QR-code. It can be concluded

Robot deviation angle E is calculated as follows: mobile robot control system.

E =  + , vision system for mobile robot navigation. MVS identifies1 2

where [alpha]  - the current rotation angle of the camera pan-tilt mechanism and allows to calculate the deviation1

horizontally; [alpha]  - the angle between the camera's of the robot from the set course. We consider a landmarks2

focal axis and the landmark axis. as the robot track boundary lines and tags in the form of
Coordinate image system is shown on Fig. 6. The two-dimensional barcodes. Algorithm based on the

origin is at the center of the image. Coordinates are not analysis  of  the  brightness  characteristics of image
expressed  at  the  relative  coordinates  from X  = -1 to cross-sections was used for detection of artificialmin

X = 1 in order not to bind algorithm to the current image landmarks in the form of two-dimensional bar codes.max

resolution. Algorithm based on the operations of threshold image
Angle [alpha]  is calculated by the following transformations, morphological expansion and Hough2

formula: transform was used for recognizing the robot track

The proposed machine vision system for mobile

where X - the relative x-coordinate of the landmark;  - the and can be used as part of control systems of warehouse
camera viewing angle horizontally. automated guided vehicles, service robots, security

CONCLUSION to human health environments.

The proposed machine vision system tested on a ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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that MVS work results is suitable for use in the real-time

Summary. Article describes developed machine

artificial landmarks on images from a video camera with

boundary lines.

robot navigation based on artificial landmarks is cheap

robots, mobile robots operating in hostile and dangerous
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